NopSec Penetration
Testing Services
Uncover the exploitable areas of risk in your infrastructure, applications, and
employees.

An Outsider’s Perspective of Your Environment’s Vulnerability
Breaches are a costly and messy business. NopSec’s team of ethical hackers delivers penetration
testing services that enable you to identify where a cyber attacker may successfully target your
business. Whether you want to target a speciﬁc web application, API endpoint, or test the entirety of
your organization’s attack surface across applications and networks, our team of subject matter
experts has you covered. NopSec aligns testing methodologies closely with the OWASP Top 10 and
MITRE ATT&CK framework to maximize coverage and deliver accurate, actionable results to help
reduce your organization’s cyber risk.

The Results
Our experienced team of white hat hackers delivers:
●

Your DREAD Score: You will get thorough, deeply detailed test results that provide robust
insight using the following factors:
Damage + Reproducibility + Exploitability + Affected Users + Discoverability

●

An Executive Readout: The higher-ups are getting involved, and they want to know the
results? We’re here to help. We’ll go through the results of the test with you, line by line, and
address any questions they may have. This saves you time and energy.

●

Remediation Assistance: When our pentesters ﬁnd issues in your environment, you can
speak directly with the experts themselves and discuss actionable remediation steps to ﬁx
your environment.

●

Positive Control Validation: It’s easy to say, “you did x, y, and z wrong.” We always go the
extra mile and tell you what you also did right to prevent the hack.

●

Retesting: When all is said and done, we offer a complimentary retesting of your
environment to validate the ﬁx is effective.

●

White Glove Service Approach: Overall, we offer you a great experience with great results.

Assess where your security program stands in relation to potential threats and validate the
effectiveness of your security controls with NopSec.
NopSec helps security professionals simplify their work, effectively manage and prioritize vulnerabilities, and
make better informed decisions. NopSec’s Uniﬁed VRM is an innovative threat and vulnerability
management solution that addresses the need for better prioritization and remediation of security
vulnerabilities in a single platform.
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